KIMMCO BUILDING ROLL (KBR)

www.kimmcoinsulation.com

Our Insulation Business
As the market leader in the GCC, Turkey and India, the
Insulation Group has a well-established reputation for
delivering high-quality, energy-efficient insulation solutions to
our customers.
We have a strong commitment to quality, as recognized by
our accreditation by international standard bodies (ISO, UL,
DCL and others); to the environment, as recognized by our
selection as the sole insulation supplier and official
collaborator with MASDAR City, the world's first zero-carbon,
zero-waste city, in Abu Dhabi; and to the health and safety of
our people.
KIMMCO
Recognized as a leading insulation solution provider in the
Middle East and Asia, KIMMCO provides insulation solutions
for HVAC, building (roofs, walls, floors, metallic buildings) and
technical/industrial applications. With an annual production
capacity of 35,000 MT, KIMMCO is certified to ISO 9001,
ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001, and is compliant with ISO,
ASTM, DIN, BS and other international standards.
SAUDI INTERNATIONAL INSULATION
MANUFACTURING COMPANY (SIIMCO)
Saudi International Insulation Manufacturing Company, a joint
venture between Alghanim Industries and Saint-Gobain
ISOVER (France), announced the construction of a new
stonewool manufacturing facility based in Yanbu Al-Sinaiyah,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in April 2012.

SIIMCO will manufacture a variety of stonewool products for
thermal and acoustic insulation. Using Saint-Gobain’s
state-of-the-art technology (REX process), SIIMCO will serve
both the industrial and building segments. The manufacturing
facility in Yanbu will have a potential of 64,000 MT installed
capacity, and serve markets in Saudi Arabia as well as other
markets in the GCC, Egypt, Iraq and the Levant. The plant is
expected to be commissioned in early 2014.
ROCKWOOL INDIA LTD.
Rockwool India Ltd. (RIL) is recognized as the leading
producer of stonewool insulation in India and has recently
started serving customers in the broader GCC and MENA
region. RIL operates two manufacturing facilities, one in
Hyderabad and one in Silvassa, with a combined capacity
of 50,000 MT per annum. RIL is a licensee of Saint-Gobain
technology, and is ISO 9001 certified and ASTM compliant.
IZOCAM
IZOCAM is the leading supplier of insulation in Turkey and
has been operated as a joint venture between KIMMCO
and Saint-Gobain ISOVER since 2006. IZOCAM
manufactures a range of glasswool, stonewool, nitrile rubber,
and foam-based insulation materials and holds the ISO 9001
and ISO 14001 certificates.

Yanbu*

* Under construction.

KIMMCO Building Roll (KBR)
APPLICATIONS
For thermal and/or acoustic insulations of all buildings
walls and roofs.

DESCRIPTION
Description
KIMMCO Building Rolls are manufactured from stable
glass fibers bonded with thermosetting resins. They are
light in weight, strong, resilient and easy to handle.
Facings
KIMMCO Building Rolls are available unfaced or with a
variety of facings to suit the applications: white vinyl,
FSK, metallized polyester, kraft paper and glass tissue.
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Non-standard sizes may be available on request.
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Other densities may be available on request.

Fibre

230 °C

FSK

100 °C

Vinyl

80 °C

Metallized polyester

80 °C

Permanence
Dimensionally stable under varying conditions of
temperature and humidity, rot proof, odourless,
non-hygroscopic and will not sustain vermin or fungus.
Longer life due to no sag and settling.

Thermal Conductivity

Fire Safety

Thermal conductivity according to BS 874, ASTM
C177, 518; ISO 8301, 8302 or DIN 52612 are
described in tables below:

Base fibre are non-combustible when tested in
accordance with BS 476 (Part 4), ASTM E84, 136.
Glass reinforced aluminum/kraft laminate facing (FSK)
are U.L. classified as follows:

Thermal Conductivity in W/m.K
for the following densities in kg/m3

Flame spread
: Not over 25
Smoke developed : Not over 50
Vinyl facing are U.L. classified as following:
Flame spread
: 25
Smoke developed : 80-105
Moisture Absorption
Less than 1% by volume when tested in accordance with
BS 2972 or 6676, ASTM C1104. KIMMCO Building
Rolls do not absorb moisture from the ambient air nor
water by capillary attraction. Only water under pressure
can enter the insulation products, but that will quickly dry
out owing to the material's open cell structure.
FSK faced KIMMCO Building Rolls comply with
ASTM E96 desiccant method. Permeance not to exceed
0.02 perms (Federal Standard HH-B-100B type 1).
Vinyl faced KIMMCO Building Rolls comply with
ASTM E96 desiccant method. Permeance not to
exceed 1.0 perm.

Thermal Conductivity in BTU.in/ft2.h °F
for the following densities in Lbs/ft3

NON TOXIC
KIMMCO Building Roll is not hazardous to
health. (See KIMMCO MSDS)
Acoustic Performance
ASTM C423 - Mounting A as per ASTM E795
Thermal Resistance (ft2.h/Btu) at 77 °F Mean Temp.

Product
Type
KBR 12

KBR 16

KBR 24

These are typical values subject to normal manufacturing and testing variances

Thickness (mm)

Absorption Coefficient of one-third octave frequencies Hz
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These are typical values subject to normal manufacturing and testing variances

CONFORMITY TO STANDARDS
KIMMCO Building Rolls comply with the following
standards:
American Standards
ASTM C167, 168, 177, 423, 518, 653, 665 § 13.8 &
13.9, 686, 991, 1045, 1101/1101M, 1104/1104M,
1136 (types 1&2), 1335; E 84, 96, 136, 336, 795
UL723
F.S. HH-B-100B (Type 1), HH-I-521F, HH-I-558B
NFPA 255
NAIMA Standards
ASHARE 90.1 requirements
British Standards
BS 476 (parts 4, 6 & 7), 874, 2972, 3533, 6676
(part 1)
German Standards
DIN 18165, 52612
ISO
354, 8301, 8302, 9229, 9291

TYPICAL FIXING DETAILS

Existing Buildings

TYPICAL
KIMMCOFIXING
Building RollDETAILS
may be

installed from within existing
buildings by using a "T" bar
suspension gride and liner sheets,
the insulation can be cut to suit the
size of lining sheet and fixed to
the back of the sheet with
adhesive or mechanical fasteners.
The lining is then installed in the grid system in the normal
manner.
As an alternative to the above, timber packing strips may
be cut to suit the sheeting rails and screwed in place, fix
the KIMMCO Building Roll at the head of the wall by
screws into the timber packer with a steel strip placed on
top of the insulation directly over the packer. Repeat as
required at other sheeting rail locations, ensuring that the
KIMMCO Building Roll are closely butted to each other
with the edge flanges overlapping.

Over Purlin Application
Fix end of KIMMCO Building Roll faced side down, at
ridge and allow to unroll to eaves. At eaves, roll should
be cut and pulled taut. Each subsequent roll should be
overlapped or butted to avoid gaps.

Wall construction of light weight metal sheeted buildings
are frequently uninsulated, leading to extremely
uncomfortable working conditions or excessive cooling
requirements. KIMMCO Building Roll can be fitted to
new and existing buildings to alleviate these problems.

Packing strips, equal in thickness to the insulation, should
be placed along the line of each purlin and fixed through
the roofliner to the purlin below.
This avoids undue compression
of the insulation.

New Construction

The roof cladding should be
carried out in conjunction with
the insulation work to avoid
accidental damage. Fixing
should be through the crown
profile of the roofing sheet and
down through the spacer to the
purlin below.

KIMMCO Building Roll is fixed at the head of the wall and
allowed to drape down the length. The insulation roll may
be fixed to sheeting rails
with the faced side to the
inside of the building if no
lining sheets are to be
used or alternatively by
trapping the insulation
between external and
internal sheeting. Spacer
bars of non compressible
material should be used
to prevent undue crushing
of the insulation.

Weathering sheets should be fitted as insulation, work
progresses in order to avoid unnecessary damage to the
insulation. Holes for hook bolts sealed against water
penetration.

Under Purlin Application

"A" Purpose Built Light Weight Partitions

After application of roof covering, the internal lining and
insulation can be carried out using a framework of light
metal "T" sections suspended from the purlins by straps
or hangers.

Due to the problems of load and the usual involvement of
wet trades, heavy block
partitions are commonly being
SECTION DETAILS
replaced by purpose built light
LOW HEIGHT PARTITION
weight partitions. With careful
END CAP
design and construction, these
partitions can provide
GYPSUM
adequate levels of sound
PANEL
transmission reduction.

a) Cut KIMMCO Building Roll to
size and lay on lining board. To
assist in handling, the insulation
may be adhered or stapled to
the lining board. Erect lining
board and insulation within the
metal T grid securing as
required.
b) Alternatively, the insulation
can be applied from rolls initially secured at the ridge
and allowed to unroll progressively towards the eave in
conjunction with the application of lining boards. It is
important that the adjacent layers of insulation are
sufficiently overlapped to prevent heat loss or gain.
Sandwich Construction
Roofs which incorporate double sheeting can be easily
insulated with KIMMCO Building Roll due to its flexible
nature. After initial fixing of the inner or lining sheeting,
KIMMCO Building Roll should be fitted by unrolling from
ridge to eave, ensuring that each subsequent roll overlaps
or butts the preceding roll to eliminate gaps and maintain
the effective insulation values desired. Fit spacers in the
form of timber battens or
proprietary profiled strips or
other compression resistant
materials on top of the
insulation directly over the
purlins to avoid crushing the
insulation when the external
weathering sheet is fitted.

Partitions should be
constructed with as little
mechanical linkage as
possible, studs should be
staggered to avoid direct
transmission paths, with the
insulation fitted or woven
between them.

SKIRTING

LOW HEIGHT SILL

"B" Sound Absorption Treatment
In areas where sound absorption is required, KIMMCO
Building Roll can be used to line the walls, behind a
decorative or functional facing which will permit the passage
of sound waves to the glass wool behind, thereby reducing
the amount of sound reflected back. This type of treatment is
commonly used in open plan offices, auditoriums, sports halls,
sound studios, multi-purpose school
halls and industrial areas.
The insulation should be fitted directly
against the wall surface, between
timber battens. A surface treatment of
perforated hard board or sheet metal
can be fixed to the timber battens.
FULL / LOW HT. STARTER OR
END PANEL
The area of perforation should be no
less than 10% for most common
treatments, though a 33% perforation is preferable, as this
gives an optimum amount of absorption. Should a more
decorative treatment be required, a good quality curtain
grade hessian or other decorative fabric can be applied.
Acoustic Insulation of Existing Ceilings

DEMOUNTABLE PARTITIONS
Generally, factory assembled with metal or plasterboard
facings. The addition of KIMMCO Building Roll to the
partition void reduces the level of sound transmissions.

KIMMCO
Building Roll as
overlay to new or
existing ceilings to
improve "R" value
and acoustic
performance.

KIMMCO

Kuwait Insulating Material Manufacturing Co.
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